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Meals - £6.50 | £10 with Beer or Pop Prosecco
Slow-cooked Asian pulled pork with ginger, five-spice and kimchi slaw  
gluten | milk | sesame | fish

Pav bhaji vegetable street curry on chapatti with fire cracking rice and  
spice crackle (v/vg)  
gluten | celery | sulphites

Vegan shawarma with tzatziki (v/vg)  
gluten | soya

Korean style popcorn chicken with rice and sesame coating  
gluten | nuts | sesame | celery | sulphites | soya

SIDES & DIPS

Fries (v/vg) £2.00 | Sweet potato Fries (v/vg) - £2.50

Loaded sweet fries topped with cheese, chillies, garlic mayo (v) - £4.00

Dips: Garlic mayo (v) egg | Barbecue (v/vg) | Sweet chilli (v/vg) sesame - £1.00

DOUGHNUT TOWERS

Sugared doughnuts with chocolate sauce gluten | milk | soya - £2.00 each

This Month’s Café Cocktails | £6
Intergalactic Chocolate Espresso Martini
Grey Goose vodka, cacao chocolate liqueur, espresso

Apples of Jupiter
Gold leaf cinnamon Smirnoff vodka, apple bourbon, 
orange bitters, lemonade

Red Planet
Glass rinsed with Martini Rosso, Campari, Prosecco

Sunrise on Pluto
Peach puree, glass rinsed with peach schnapps 
Fentimans tonic, Caorrun gin infused with butterfly  
pea flower 

Raspberry Rocket Sharing Flask | £11
Blue raspberry syrup, lime juice, berry vodka,  
raspberry Stolichnaya vodka, soda water,  
cranberry juice

Craft Beers of the Month
Caesar Augustus IPA/Lager Hybrid 330ml 5% - £4.00

Orinoco Breakfast Stout 330ml can 6% - £4.50

Disco Fork Lift Truck Mango Pale Ale 330ml 5.1%- £4.50

Brewdog Electric India 330ml 5.2 % - £4.40

Test Tube Shooters (Floor 1) | £3
Saturn’s ring - Crème de cacao, Frangelico

Afterburner - Frangelico, Crème de cassis

Houston we have a problem - Tequila, lychee liqueur

Sea of Tranquillity - Kahlua, Baileys Irish Cream

Alba Gin Bar Cocktails | £6
Pink gin fizz
Edinburgh plum and vanilla gin, Prosecco,  
topped with lemonade

PH6.9
Crossbill gin, Martini Rosso, cloudy apple 
pressé, pineapple juice

Bluebird
Hendricks gin, blue curacao, soda water,  
lime juice

Spiced Elderflower Collins
Spiced McLean’s gin, lemon juice, elderflower 
cordial, soda water

Colour changing Neon G+T
Caorrun gin infused with butterfly pea flower, 
Fentimans tonic



Disco-nauts Silent Disco | Ground Floor - Clyde Suite | 19.30–22.20

Kick off your weekend and get your boogie on in our intergalactic silent disco! 

Pint-Stein’s Pub Quiz | Ground Floor - Taste Café | 20.30–21.30

So you think you can science? Grab a drink at the bar and come along to our pub quiz where  
you could win a fabulous prize!

Destination Space - To The Moon | Floor 1 - Science Show Theatre | 18.30, 19.25, 20.20, 21.15

Join us to explore the origins of Earth's natural satellite and celebrate the 50 year anniversary of 
the Apollo missions that put humans on the Moon!

Can We See Aliens? (Chris Lintott) | Floor 1 - Planetarium | 18.20, 19.00, 19.40, 20.20, 21.00 

Looking at the stars always inspires questions, from 'Is there life out there?' to 'How did it 
all begin?’. BBC’s Chris Lintott will take you on a tour in search of these answers and other 
questions from the audience. 

Interplanetary Printing | Drop-in Workshop - Floor 1 - Behind Big Explorer | 18.10–22.00

Join local artists Graham and Kanae as they take you through the lino printing process to make  
a pretty planetary print to take home. 

Touchdown | Sign-up Workshop - Floor 2 - Build It | 18.30, 19.15, 20.00, 20.45, 21.30 (30 mins)

Landing on the Moon is tricky. Get experimental as you design, build and test a Lunar Lander  
to allow two brave astronaut marshmallows to touch down safely on the surface of the Moon.

Moon Maker Space | Drop-in Workshop - Floor 2 - Studio | 18.10–22.00

Come and watch our Laser Cutter and 3D Printer make out of this world objects. Don’t forget  
to collect a space souvenir of your visit.

Space Lab | Drop-in Workshop - Floor 2 - The Lab | 18.10–22.00

Ever wondered what the Moon smells like, or what Moon rock looks like up close? Come  
along and try your hand at some fascinating lunar experiments in our Space Lab.

Star Spotting Experiment | Drop-in Workshop - Floor 2 - Outside The Lab | 18.10–22.00

Create a Star Spotter and take part in some citizen science as you measure the effects of light 
pollution by counting how many stars you can see in the night sky.

Solar System Exploration | Ground Floor - The Egg

Come and play Space Top Trumps, learn what makes a good rover for exploring planets and build 
your own rocket to take home.

Listening to Einstein’s Universe - The Search for Gravitational Waves | Floor 1 - The Hive

In 2016, a large international team of scientists announced the first direct detection of gravitational 
waves. Learn more about this exciting discovery and the research and development undertaken  
to make some of the most sensitive instruments in the world.

Spire Global - Small Satellites; Big Data | Floor 1 - The Hive

Size doesn’t matter when you’re in space. Get hands-on with the small satellites changing the way 
we track ships, planes and even the weather - built and operated by Spire Global from just across 
the Clyde.

Stratonauts - Science at the Edge of Space! | Floor 1 - We Are All Scientists Wall

We are Stratonauts, Scotland’s leading near-space education and marketing providers, taking 
student payloads and companies to the Edge of Space. Join us for a mission and experience the 
infinite darkness of the vacuum of space and the beauty of our own ‘Spaceship Earth’ below. 

Meteorite/Meteorwrong | Floor 1 - Outside Science Show Theatre

Ever wanted to hold a piece of space? Learn how to tell your meteorites from your meteorwrongs 
by picking up real space rocks and rocks from Earth. Plus, find out what meteorites reveal about 
our solar system.

Solar System in the Central Belt | Floor 1 - Outside Science Show Theatre

How good is your sense of scale? The solar system is unimaginably large, whereas the Scottish 
central belt is a little easier to visualise. Use a model Moon and your mathematical skills to work out 
how the solar system could fit across the central belt.

Astrophotography: A Snapshot of the Stars | Floor 1 - Space Zone

Capture the stars in your hand with astrophotography: learn about photographing the night sky,  
the planets and the aurora and try your hand at long exposure photography.

Need a Lift to the Future? | Floor 2 - Powering the Future

How can we travel from Glasgow to London in under 40 mins? Meet the student-run team design-
ing, building and testing a prototype of a new mode of transportation: the Hyperloop. Learn more 
about this cutting-edge technology and experience the forces that make it all possible.

130+ Years of Staring Into Space - Coats Observatory | Floor 2 - Meet the Expert

View the wonders of the night sky through one of the powerful portable telescopes from Coats 
Observatory in Paisley (weather permitting) and learn about the history of Scotland’s oldest 
public observatory.

Accelerating the Pace of Engineering and Science | Floor 3 - Live Lab

Meet the MathWorks Team and learn about how we help the world’s scientists and engineers solve 
today’s problems.

Welcome to Science Lates - Into Space, here are all the cosmic activities 
we have in store for you throughout the building. Our sign-up workshops 
fill up fast, so get your name down quickly. Make sure you join the queue 
for the Science Show Theatre and Planetarium shows at least 30 
minutes before the show starts. 


